For release – July 13th, 2022

“Cloud Comms Summit US
announces its return with a starstudded line up of Gold Sponsors:
2600Hz, Akixi, Dubber, Microsoft
and Poly.” – Cavell Group
One of the leading providers of cloud communications market intelligence and principal US
peer association are proud to be supported by 2600Hz, Akixi, Dubber, Microsoft and Poly as
Gold Sponsors of Cloud Comms Summit US.

ABOUT CLOUD COMMS SUMMIT US 2022
Cavell Group and the Cloud Communications Alliance (CCA) are proud to announce the Gold
Sponsors and in-person return of the Cloud Comms Summit US 2022. After 2 years of fast and
exceptional change, Cavell and the CCA are bringing the industry back together under one roof.
Taking place on October 18-19, the event will feature 2 days of networking, discussions, and
insightful sessions alongside the highly requested return of a Gala Dinner.
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“We are excited to have the support of market leading vendors at Cloud
Comms Summit US in October; 2600Hz, Akixi, Dubber, Microsoft and Poly.
Cavell believes its Gold Sponsors are key innovators in different areas of the
cloud comms space, and that their presence will add real value to those
attending the event. With new challenges coming over the horizon, there has
never been such an important time to meet your peers and address your
strategy.”
Matthew Townend – Executive Director, Cavell Group
Service providers, resellers, and vendors alike can expect ample networking time with the industry
between sessions in the main track and breakout rooms. It will be a great opportunity for all within
the cloud communications ecosystem to learn about the key industry developments, what the
future holds long-term and will give the audience time to reflect on what has happened in the
industry throughout the year. The event will facilitate a truly beneficial experience, enabling the
industry to challenge and evolve their strategy moving forward.

Location for Cloud Comms Summit US 2022: Fulton Market District of Chicago, Illinois

Venue for Cloud Comms Summit US 2022: Convene at 333 North Green, Chicago, Illinois
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Cavell and the CCA will jointly host Cloud Comms Summit US 2022 (CCSUS22) in the venue nestled
in the former warehouse district of Fulton Market in downtown Chicago, Convene at 333 North
Green Street. Fulton Market is a district on the Near West Side of Chicago. Throughout the last 20
years the area has been developed with corporate headquarters to the tech industry, hotels, bars,
restaurants, and retail. This area was also granted Landmark District status by the City of Chicago
in 2015.
Each Gold Sponsor of CCSUS22 will be delivering an Industry Vision Session on the second day of
the event. Between all 5 sponsors, their sessions will stretch across a breadth of topics to bring
new ideas to all delegates’ strategies.

LEARN ABOUT OUR GOLD SPONSORS

2600Hz is a leading unified communications provider that modernizes how businesses provide
cloud communication and collaboration services to their customers. KAZOO, 2600Hz’s distributed
multi-tenant platform, offers UCaaS, CPaaS, CCaaS, and mobile solutions. This end-to-end solution
includes a full enterprise-PBX, next-gen call center, intuitive collaboration tools, and a wide range of
other services. KAZOO features 300+ open APIs for developers to build their own integrations as
well as pre-built apps and features which partners can use immediately, all packaged in a modern
user interface. KAZOO allows partners to customize every part of their UC solution including pricing,
branding, customer offerings and more.

“We are thrilled to again sponsor this industry-leading event and look forward
to connecting with Service Providers and members of the cloud
communications industry across the U.S. Cavell’s events are always
exceptional, and we are excited to support this important summit, while also
sharing key insights with attendees that will enable them to strategically
create growth opportunities.”

Patrick Sullivan, Co-Founder & Co-CEO of 2600Hz
For more information visit: www.2600hz.com/
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Akixi is an award-winning company specialising solely in call and contact analytics services,
enabling their customers to benefit from the focused support of a dedicated, expert team. Akixi
provides customers with comprehensive cloud-based solutions, helping businesses to increase
productivity, maximise revenue and improve overall business performance. They have built trusted
partnerships with over 600 of the world’s leading B2B telecoms and IT providers who have
delivered Akixi services to over 7,000 customer sites worldwide, with end users from all industry
sectors and business sizes. Innovation is at the heart of Akixi, and they continuously strive to
develop, deliver and support solutions which benefit the business operations of partners and Akixi
users. Akixi’s awards, commendations and status as a Cisco Solution Partner proves that they are a
leader in providing a first class call analytics and reporting service.

“Akixi is delighted to be attending the Cloud Comms Summit US this October
and supporting the event as a Gold Sponsor. This is always a well-run and well
attended event, and is an important date in the Akixi calendar. It provides the
opportunity for us to spend quality time with our existing partners, to meet
with other service providers and experts in the industry, and to glean insight on
the latest research and current trends from the conference sessions.
Very much looking forward to it!”

Hilary King, Head of Marketing - Akixi

For more information visit: akixi.com
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Dubber is a world leading scalable Unified Call Recording service and Voice Intelligence Cloud
adopted as core network infrastructure by multiple global leading telecommunications carriers in
North America, Europe and Asia Pacific. Dubber allows service providers to offer call recording for
compliance, business intelligence, sentiment analysis, productivity and more from any endpoint.
Dubber is a disruptive innovator in the multi-billion-dollar call recording industry, its Software as a
Service offering removes the need for on premise hardware, ties to specific applications or costly
and limited storage. Dubber’s fully compliant solution can be switched on with a click, and is
infinitely scalable in the cloud – with no hardware requirements. Every conversation is captured
automatically, stored securely in the cloud and available instantly to replay. Voice AI provides
transcriptions, real- time search, sentiment analysis, alerts and more.

“Dubber gives service providers the disruptive new capabilities needed to take
advantage of the untapped potential of their cloud communications and highperformance networks,” said Michael Abenhaim, Senior Vice President of the
Americas at Dubber. “With Dubber they can now offer customers the ability to
draw rich data from any conversation, video or chat. For service providers this
creates significant new revenue, increased retention and accelerates
innovation. The Cloud Comms Summit US offers an opportunity to showcase
Dubber's technology and is a great way to drive awareness of its impact on the
future of cloud-based voice services.”

Michael Abenhaim, Senior Vice President of the Americas at Dubber

For more information visit: www.dubber.net/
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Microsoft is a multinational technology company producing computer software, consumer
electronics, personal computers, and related services headquartered in the United States.
Microsoft enables digital transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and an intelligent edge.
Its mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more.
Microsoft has established its communications portfolio through a progression of solutions from
Lync, through to Skype, and now Microsoft Teams. Microsoft Teams is the company’s fastest
growing business application of all time with more than 270 million monthly active users.
For more information visit: www.microsoft.com

Poly is a global communications company that powers meaningful human connection and
collaboration. Poly combines legendary audio expertise and powerful video and conferencing
capabilities to overcome the distractions, complexity and distance that make communication in
and out of the workplace challenging. Poly believes in solutions that make life easier when they
work together and with our partners’ services. Our headsets, software, desk phones, audio and
video conferencing, analytics and services are used worldwide and are a leading choice for every
kind of workspace. Poly is a trailblazer in solving the dilemma of work from anywhere. They create
equal experiences between those in the room and those who aren’t, whether in an office setting, a
remote hub, or your home office. Poly outfits your office space and your personal space - even
those in outer space - with the gear you need to look and sound your best.
For more information visit www.Poly.com
Want to join your industry at Convene, Chicago, IL in October?
Register here: cavellgroup.com/events/ccs-us

Register for Cloud Comms Summit US 2022 ⇨
Got any questions about the event or wish to sponsor the event? Please email us:
events@cavellgroup.com
-END-
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Notes to Editors
Cavell Group is an EMEA focused Research, Consulting, Engineering and Education Services
business with offices in Amsterdam, Brussels, and London as well as remote associates worldwide.
Known as a leading provider of insight into the cloud communications and managed services
markets, a key source of market intelligence for Service Providers, Vendors and potential investors,
Cavell Group was formed 20 years ago, by a team of Senior Executives, who had been
instrumental in building the early internet market both at UUNET and Level 3. Since 2003 the firm
has delivered Consulting Services, Research, Due Diligence and Professional Services solutions in
over 50 countries around the world. Cavell have built a strong reputation as leading Analysts of the
Cloud Communications market, providing Strategic Consulting and Research in EMEA and the USA
to Service Providers, Vendors, Manufacturers and Private Equity firms.
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